
BLS - BEARPAW LIMB SYSTEM

 

introducing



BLS

 

MOHAWK

13" | 17" | 19"

Set up your bow!

IDOL

prime selection

BIG BEAR

back to the classics ILF

International Limb Fitting

LIMBS

hybrid 

recurve short

recurve long



OUR VALUES

Set up your very own bow: Choose one of

more than 54 handcrafted handles

(13"/17"/19") and different limbs that best

suit your needs: recurve short or long, or

hybrid. No matter which MOHAWK handle is

combined with any of our BLS limbs - the

draw weight and the tiller always remain

unchanged.

variability

 

 

 

ABOUT BLS

 

Starting with a 17" handle in 2014, the

variance and technology of our worldwide

appreciated Take Down MOHAWK has been

continously developed further. Based on this

successful system, we designed the 13"

MOHAWK Hunter, which came with the same

grip geometry (shelf elevation and center

cut). Thus we created a short aggressive

hunting bow, 56" and 58" recurve and 58"

hybrid. We kept continuing our proven

mounting pin and limb bolt system from

previous generations.

The challenge was to adjust the limbs angle

in such a way that there is no difference in

draw weight and tiller to the 17" handle.

This was the first step towards the BLS:

Everything must be perfectly combinable.

We now offer more than 54 handles within

this system, including the long awaited Big

Bear. In addition, some extravagant and

extremely noble "MOHAWK Idol" handles are

available in a limited edition.  

 

Every bow is a

masterpiece.

expertise

As always, we offer our 30 years warranty

on the entire BLS range. We have put all our

expertise into the development of the BLS in

order to give you the ultimate shooting

experience with highest quality standard. 



SET UP YOUR OWN BOW

 

All of our MOHAWK, MOHAWK Hunter and MOHAWK Idol risers, as well as the new Big Bear, are

interchangeable with all MOHAWK recurve and hybrid limbs - without changing the draw weights! With this in

mind, you can mix and match MOHAWK risers and limbs to create any combination you desire. Of course our

MOHAWKs can be shot with any high performance bowstring, but for ultimate performance and speed, we

recommend our BEARPAW Whisper Strings. Shoot hard, fast and "whisper quiet" with BEARPAW Whisper Strings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

original MOHAWK

Take Down system

more than 54 MOHAWK handles

with the exclusive collection "Idol"

different variations

of hybrid- and recurve  limbs

 



 

RECURVE

 

 

Recurve short

Recurve long

Draw Weights: 20 - 55 lbs

Limb Materials: bamboo, stabil core with

olive veneer or black glass and Bearpaw

Power Glass crystal clear

Recurve limbs have a long standing tradition

and are very popular in traditional archery

and bow hunting. The tremendous power

and dynamics of this limb design is

undeniable and is the preferred choice of

countless archers.

 

You can choose from:

MIX &

MATCH

HYBRID

 

 

Draw Weights: 20 - 55 lbs

Limb Materials: bamboo, stabil core with

olive veneer or black glass 

They provide an unmatched balance of

smooth drawing, with fast powerful and flat

arrow trajectories, and pinpoint accuracy.

The skilled bowyers at BEARPAW PRODUCTS

put a lot of time and energy into the

development of these limbs to create a very

special bow - a living legend.

 

You can choose from:



The MOHAWK Idol:

A tribute to archery.

HANDLES

 

LIMBS

 

 The MOHAWK Idol Collection is our homage

to the MOHAWK Take Down. We've invested

a lot of time and resources for the selection

and composition of high-quality and noble

wood species. We have searched for woods

that have never been used in series

production before. With this innovative line

we are setting new standards in technology

and design. Makassar (save the rainforest)

Bocote

Apple Veneer

Cocobolo SR

The noble risers of the MOHAWK Idol

Collection also require special limbs: For

this reason we offer in addition, an

exclusive selection of limbs with special

veneers (for customers of the Idol series

only).

 

You can choose from:



IDOL LIMB COLLECTION

 

 

 

 

 

Cocobolo SR

Appletree SR

Bocote

Makassar SR



What you need to know:

Q & A

What is basically NOT compatible

with the BLS?

the very first Big Bear version  

all other brands of the ILF system

the BLS is a closed system

Do my old BEARPAW limbs and

MOHAWK handles fit into the new

BLS system?

Yes, older BEARPAW limbs or MOHAWK

handles can be combined with the new ones

of BLS. 

Why is the new BLS

a "closed" system?

We believe that the original MOHAWK series

is exceptionally successful and popular

because we have been working on this

special take down system for a long time.

Something that works so well, we could and

wanted to improve and expand - but not

completely change just to make it more

universal. Every single part of the BLS meets

our highest standards and is handcrafted in

a complex process. Our promise of quality

only refers to our own work - for this reason

we generally advise against breaking the

interaction of our components.

How do I place my order?

You can find the whole MOHAWK series and

the Big Bear in our online shop and at your

local BEARPAW dealer. Set up your

individual MOHAWK and order it online or

via info@bearpaw-products.com. Of course,

you can also call us and get personal

advice: +49(0)9565 61688 0.

 

 

 

 

 

The MOHAWK IDOL collection is produced

solely on order and is not on stock.

All handles are available for RH and LH

shooters.



BIG BEAR 

MYCARTA - COCOBOLO 19"

 

 

 

 

 

Mycarta

Cocobolo

Long awaited and more beautiful than ever before: The Big Bear

belongs to the upper class of traditional bows. The grip is made

of Mycarta and Cocobolo which gives him lots of weight. Thus

the bow shoots very calmly despite its considerable speed. This

bow is one of the fastest hunting recurves in its class - Our

masterpiece.

Maple accent stripes



MOHAWK HANDLE 

EBONY - WALNUT OR WALNUT - EBONY | 19"

 

 

 

 

 

Also avaiable as Walnut - Ebony version!

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 19" riser you will have a 64 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 19“ riser you will have

a 62 inch bow.

 

 

 

 

Ebony

Walnut
 



MOHAWK HANDLE EBONY 17" | 19"

 

 

 

 

 

Ebony

Mycarta accent stripes
 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 19" riser you will have a 64 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 19“ riser you will have

a 62 inch bow.

 

 

 

 



MOHAWK HANDLE BUBINGA 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Bubinga with hard maple
 

Mycarta accent stripes
 

Also available as ILF-compatible version.

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.

 

 



MOHAWK HANDLE 

DESERT CAMO - BUBINGA 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Desert Camo

Bubinga

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE 

BUBINGA - DESERT CAMO 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Desert Camo

Bubinga

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE 
MYCARTA - DESERT CAMO OR DESERT CAMO - MYCARTA | 17" 

 

 

 

 

 

Desert Camo

Mycarta

Also available as Desert Camo - Mycarta version!

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE 

SMOKED OAK 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Smoked oak

Smoked oak

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE DESERT CAMO 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Desert Camo

Desert Camo

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE
ZEBRANO - CURLY MAPLE OR CURLY MAPLE - ZEBRANO | 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Zebrano

Curly Maple

Also available as Curly Maple - Zebrano version!

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE
QUILTED MAPLE - COCOBOLO OR COCOBOLO - QUILTED MAPLE | 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Quilted Maple

Cocobolo

Also available as  Cocobolo - Quilted Maple version!

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE

FOREST GREEN 13" | 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Forest Green

Forest Green

 

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.



MOHAWK HUNTER HANDLE BUBINGA 13"

 

 

 

 

 

Bubinga with hard maple
 

Mycarta accent stripes
 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 13" riser you will have a 58 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 13“ riser you will have

a 56 inch bow.



MOHAWK HANDLE

DESERT CAMO  & MYCARTA 13"

 

 

 

 

 

Mycarta

Dessert Camo

Mycarta accent stripes
 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 13" riser you will have a 58 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 13“ riser you will have

a 56 inch bow.

 

 

 

 

 

 



MOHAWK HANDLE

QUILTED MAPLE - COCOBOLO 13" | 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Quilted Maple

Cocobolo
 

Mycarta accent stripes
 

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 13" riser you will have a 58 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 13“ riser you will have

a 56 inch bow.

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

MOHAWK IDOL

 

 

 



MOHAWK IDOL HANDLE EBONY 13"

 

 

 

 

 

Ebony

Mycarta accent stripes
 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 13" riser you will have a 58 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 13“ riser you will have

a 56 inch bow.

 

 

 

 



MOHAWK IDOL HANDLE
ZEBRANO - CURLY MAPLE OR CURLY MAPLE - ZEBRANO | 13"

 

 

 

 

 

Zebrano

Curly Maple

Mycarta accent stripes
 

Also available as  Curly Maple - Zebrano version!

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 13" riser you will have a 58 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 13“ riser you will have

a 56 inch bow.

 



MOHAWK IDOL HANDLE

EBONY - COCOBOLO 13"| 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Ebony

Cocobolo
 

Mycarta accent stripes
 

Also available as Cocobolo - Quilted Maple version

(13" and 17")!

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 13" riser you will have a 58 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 13“ riser you will have

a 56 inch bow.

 

If you combine the long MOHAWK recurve limbs or the hybrid

limbs with the 17" riser you will have a 62 inch bow. If you

combine the short recurve limbs with the 17“ riser you will have

a 60 inch bow.

 

 

 

 

 



MOHAWK IDOL HANDLE

ROOT WOOD 13" | 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Nutmeg root wood
 

Nutmeg root wood
 

Special feature: fishing grip



ILF MOHAWK HANDLE BUBINGA  | 17"

 

 

 

 

 

Bubinga

Maple & Mycarta accent stripes

ILF limb pocket



 

FIND US HERE

Hannebach 30 · 96269 Großheirath · Rossach

+49 (0) 9565 616 88 0

info@bearpaw-products.com

 

Click here to shop online

https://www.bearpaw-shop.com/en

